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The Holy Father 
appoints a new 

Archbishop!

Vocations workshops at the 
University Chaplaincy

Preparing for an 
Ordination this summer



Introduction by Fr Nicholas Williams- Vocations Director

Welcome to the third annual edition of our 
Vocations Magazine, following on from a year 
that has simply seemed to fly by. At last, we 
largely seem to have emerged from the COVID 
pandemic, though many of us have ended up 
contracting it at some point or another, with 
different levels of severity. Apart from the 
pandemic itself, its effects can still very much be 
felt at the parish level, due in no small part of the 
isolation that everyone has felt to varying 
degrees. In terms of individuals coming back to 
Mass, we are still seeing people return for the 
first time, even now, after more than two years 
since the original lockdown. In many places, we 
almost have the sense of starting from scratch, 
trying to rebuild our communities and reconnect 
our parishioners, getting used to normal social 
interaction. 


For myself, in a different way, this year has brought with it many changes. I took over the 
University Chaplaincy at Cardiff in September 2021 and returned the main hub to 62 Park 
Place, including the library and Mass. This was to provide adequate facilities for the majority 
of non-resident Catholic students who do not live at our hall of residence, Newman Hall, 
and to allow the residents at the latter to benefit from a lounge and bar space appropriate to 
the size of the community there. I am very pleased to see a new intake of first years using 
the Chaplaincy library and common room every day and hope that they will make many new 
friends and take away many happy memories of the Chaplaincy as a relaxed and fun place 
to be. 


I was delighted to discover, on my arrival as Chaplain, that several of the students have 
been seriously discerning their vocation to priesthood and the religious life, and, as 
vocations director, this has allowed a connection between the two roles which I hope will 
encourage the discernment of vocation to all aspects of the Church’s life. This could be 
marriage, single or religious life or, of course, priesthood, whether in a religious order or to a 
diocese.


Our “transitional” deacon, Elliot Hanson, has been completing his formation with Canon 
Peter Collins at St Mary's of the Angels parish in Canton and is looking forward to his 
ordination to the priesthood on the 16th of July. Dale Cutlan, our other seminarian is 
finishing his extended placement at Our Lady & St Vincent at Potters bar in London and is 
expecting to receive Candidacy to Holy Orders at Allen Hall on 28th May. He will have 
another two years of formation to complete and we continue to remember him in our 
prayers.


Last but, obviously, by no means least of all in the mention of significant events this year; of 
course we have only just received news from the Holy See of our new Archbishop, +Mark 
O’Toole. We are very excited to welcome him into the diocese and look forward to his 
installation on the 20th of June. I'm sure I express the sentiments of all the newly ordained 
clergy over the last 10 years that we are enormously grateful to Archbishop Stack for his 
support throughout our time at seminary and through the first years of priestly ministry and 
we wish him a very happy retirement in Caerleon. 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Our new Archbishop celebrates Sts Julius & Aaron

I never forget that, when I was discerning for the priesthood 11 years ago, I happened to 
be at the cathedral at the same time Archbishop-elect Stack was visiting for a meeting 
before his installation. On being told that I was discerning for the priesthood, he showed 
great enthusiasm and ensured that he spent some time finding out about who I was, and 
where I had come from and what my story was. If a bishop understands priesthood and 
has a sound theology of priestly identity, he cannot help but attract and encourage 
vocations- the same goes with priests, who have an orthodox sense of who they are and 
are strongly connected to their bishop and/or superior (whether religious or diocesan). 
The old saying “Nihil sine episcopo” (nothing without the bishop) is absolutely true; a 
priest that thinks and acts in a way that is intrinsically detached from his bishop has very 
gravely and sadly misunderstood his priesthood and will find little life or joy in it.


I have to say, and I'm sure I speak for all the recently 
ordained over the last ten years, I have always felt a 
sense of fatherly care and support from Archbishop 
Stack as seminarians and newly ordained clergy; we 
very much wish him every joy and happiness in his well 
earned retirement. We, of course, are also delighted to 
welcome our new Archbishop, +Mark O'Toole, who has 
been serving as the Bishop of Plymouth since 2013 and 
look forward to journeying under his direction over the 
coming years.


Archbishop-elect O’Toole said this on the news of his 
appointment; “I have much to learn and I know I can 
count on your patience and understanding. I ask 
especially for your prayers. When I first became bishop, 
I chose the motto, ‘Into your hands, Lord’. It is a prayer 
I have had cause to make many times in recent days. It 
is a prayer that I ask us all in Cardiff and Menevia, to 
make together today, and in the weeks and months 
ahead. For it is in the Lord, as His missionary disciples, 

that we find our deepest identity. It is for Him that we set out afresh, to deepen our love of 
Him, and to bring others to Him. I commend myself, and all of us, to Mary, Immaculately 
Conceived, that she light the way for us to Her Son; we seek also, the intercession of St 
Joseph, St David, and all our local patron Saints, in making this new pilgrimage together.”


The date of the installation, 20th June, is not without special significance for our 
Archdiocese, since it is the feast day of Sts Alban, Julius and Aaron. Sts Julian and Aaron 
were one of only three Roman era martyrs in Britain that are recorded (St Alban being the 
third, in what much later would become England). Although we have a lack of precise 
information, due to the fact that the oldest extant sources referring to them are Gildas and 
Bede, writing 300 & 500 years later, we can still make a reasonable educated guess about 
some details. There are two pivotal snippets that are not absolutely certain but reasonable 
to conclude; the place of their martyrdom and the approximate date. Gildas and Bede 
both suggest that the two saints were citizens of the city of the legions (“legionum urbis 
cives”) and Caerleon was actually one of three permanent legionary fortresses in Britain; 
the others being York and Chester. Nevertheless, due to the long established presence of 
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a martyrs’ shrine at Caerleon 
a n d t h e e v e r- i n c re a s i n g 
recogni t ion of Caer leon’s 
importance in Roman Britain, 
the balance of probability is in 
favour of Caerleon being the 
actual site.


We can say this with ever more 
confidence, since, in recent 
decades, archaeologists have 
made increasingly important 
finds at Caerleon. Not just the 
discovery of various different 
types of armour, which are of 
international significance, but 
also the unveiling of a hitherto 
unknown grandiose s ized 
complex just outs ide the 

fortress walls. The objects that have been uncovered in this complex are of an extremely 
high quality, leading to the conclusion that the Emperor Hadrian himself likely stayed in 
some comfort at Caerleon during his tour of the provinces in 122A.D. As to the date, Gildas 
suggests that these martyrs died in the persecution of Diocletian. The problem with this 
dating to the early fourth century is that this is far too late to tie-up with what was going 
on in Roman Britain at the time. 


Diocletian was one of the last emperors before the Empire started 
transitioning into the Christian era under Constantine I (312-337). To 

solve the nearly catastrophic succession issues that the Empire had 
been grappling with throughout the crisis of the third century, 
Diocletian divided the empire up into two halves with each having a 
senior (Augustus) and junior (Caesar) Emperor. The vast majority of 

emperors during the third century were 
“barrack room emperors” who usually 

lasted only a few years before being 
assassinated and replaced with one of their 

own generals. The causes of this near 
collapse of the empire were very clear to see: 

an uncontrollably oversized army, monetary inflation (largely 
caused by the debasement of coinage to pay the troops), 
fragmentation into independent territories, wide ranging 
border incursions and the lack of an adequate mechanism 
for imperial succession. Nevertheless, it was the Christians 
who got blamed for all of the empire’s ills; bringing down  
bad omens by refusing to offer sacrifice to the old Roman 
gods.


At the behest of his junior colleague, Galerius, Diocletian 
offered sacrifice at the Oracle at Didyma and was told by 
the auger that the gods had told him to mount a new and 
even more bloody persecution against Christians than had 
happened fifty years previously, under Decius and Valerian. 
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In 303A.D., the four emperors (again, two senior, and two 
junior) issued a joint edict of persecution across the Roman 
Empire. The relevance to our story is that the junior Emperor 
who had direct oversight over Britain was Constantius 
Chlorus. Constantius, an ambitious politician who had risen 
from the ranks of the army, was favourably disposed towards 
Christians. Although he may well have made minor 
concessions to the edict in terms of confiscation of Church 
property, there was no record of any arrests or violent 
persecution in his territories. Constantius was, of course, the 
father of the first Christian Emperor, Constantine I (though he 
separated from Constantine’s mother, St Helena, for political 
reasons). Constantine is famously recorded as having 
experienced a vision (or a dream according to Lactantius) of 
the Chi Rho accompanied by the motif “by this sign, 
conquer” immediately before the defeat of his rival Maxentius 
outside Rome at the battle of the Milvian bridge in 312A.D*. 




The contemporary 4th century Church 
historian and bishop, Eusebius of 
Caesarea, provides a very generous 
account of Constantius; highly likely to be 
aimed at flattering his son, Constantine, 
who was still emperor at the time of 
writing. Nevertheless, as has been said, 
Constantius certainly exercised a huge 
degree of clemency towards Christians 
and unless the martyrdom took place 
against his general policy, it is much more 
likely that all three British martyrs were put 
to death during the persecution of either 
Decius (250-251) or Valerian (257-260). 
The last additional reason for supporting 
an earlier date at Caerleon is that the 
fortress had largely been abandoned by its 
resident Legion (Legio II Augusta), by the 
late third century.


*Incidentally, the balance of probability is that, rather than being a later pious myth, this actually happened. The historical 
fact that Constantine’s largely pagan army was ordered to paint this symbol of Christ onto their shields would have been 
anything but a morale booster and any charge that Constantine was acting tactically makes no sense in light of the facts. 
The Story is recorded by Eusebius and Lactantius, who both knew Constantine personally and is later recorded in the 
numismatic (coin) record. The event is alluded to “by the prompting of the divinity" (being extremely carefully worded as 
not to offend pagan sensitivities) on the commemorative arch of Constantine in Rome. Constantine himself was quite 
open minded and pragmatic about religion and appeared to have no real concerns in translating his devotion from Sol 
invictus, the unconquered sun, to Christ. Neither should we ascribe pure pragmatism as his primary motive; although 
coming from a military background (which was a prerequisite to being taken seriously as an emperor by this time) his 
surviving letters portray a man of genuine faith, learning and erudition.  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Fr Tim McGrath shares his vocation story


Fr Tim McGrath (far left, above) is currently parish priest of Bridgend, looking after 
Porthcawl and Kenfig Hill. When I myself applied to seminary, Fr Tim was the 
assistant priest at Bridgend, which was also our seminarians’ holiday base. I 
remember myself and another seminarian being invited to the pub after Mass with 
Fr Tim the week before we were due to start seminary for the first time. I always 
remember with affection him telling us about Plato's cave and very useful advice 
about how to adjust to seminary life. 

I was born and grew up a Catholic, went to Church every Sunday. My Father died 
when I was four, so my mother brought us up. I can still remember my mum 
teaching us (I was one of four children older brother and sister and a twin brother) 
the “Eternal Rest” to kneel down and pray for my dad after Mass, something I still 
do.


We went to Catholic Primary and Secondary schools, St. Joseph’s and Lady Marys 
as it was. I left school at 16 and start as an apprentice as an engineer. I knew I had 
to dedicate my life to something, so I choose rugby. I loved the game and still do. I 
was like a “Martini prop” anytime anyplace and I would play. As many games took 
place on Sunday this meant I drifted from church, but if ask would insist I was 
Catholic.


When I was Twenty something a hooker friend (that’s rugby hooker) ask if I would 
help with the H.C.P.T. Pilgrimage to Lourdes. This I did for many years. Several 
years past and after one particularly long night, my friend told me to get some rest. 
True to his word I went of the nearest Café/pub for a drink. I was sitting on my own 
watch the world go bye. When down the road came two Irish girls, one pushing a 
wheelchair and the other leading a blind young lad. Then it hit me “The blind do 
see and the lame do walk in Jesus. This Gospel message that I had heard so many 
times, this Gospel that 2,000 years old was actually happening right in front of my 
eyes. It was True. But the real question was what are you going to do about it.  
After many years of soul searching, I decide that maybe God was calling me to 
Priesthood.
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Like St. Peter I had to get out of the boat, leave my job, explain to my mum what I 
was going to do and how this would affect her and myself (I was the only one living 
at home then) I first went to study for a year in Dowlias Merthyr with Fr. Nick James 
as he was then. After a year the decided I could go on to major Seminary. So I 
went to St. Johns Wonersh, just outside Guildford. Fr. Andrew Maggs (sadly died) 
and myself were on a short 5 year course with years one and two combined, which 
meant a heavy academic first year for us. I always enjoyed my time in Seminary, 
although for the first three months I never unpack, as I thought the Rector (who at 
the time was Monsignor Peter Smith, later our Archbishop) would knock on my 
door one day and tell me to “ do the stations” and he would not be talking about 
the way of the cross, he would mean the bus or train stions on your way home. 
Seminary is always a difficult, but has left me with some great memory’s. I was 
ordained on 3rd May 1996 as a Priest and last year celebrate my 25th anniversary.


I have always loved reading and military history. So, when I started to study the 
bible it always held my interest. When I was ordained, I could preach on the Bible, 
but where was our Catholic faith. So I set about learning and reading, seeing how 
Jesus life death, resurrection and ascension was scream at us from the page of old 
and new Testaments. Having learned Temple theology how the Mass is dripping 
with reference to not only the Jewish feast and festivals but also a fullment to the 
Book of Revelation and the Bible itself. We live at a great time of Catholic writers. 
Many are written not for the academic but for the person in the pews. I would 
always recommend and enjoy reading these books. I would urge anyone to studied 
and think about if God is call you to Priesthood. Many of us find ourselves in a 
post pandemic world we were never trained for or educated for. The coming Synod 
am sure will have something to say on this. No matter what changes the need for 
Priest will always be in our 
Church.


Please pray for vocation, your 
Priest, pray for me. Explore 
your faith there is a great truth 
reviled in the Mass and the 
Churches teaching. It is like a 
sea in which a baby can play 
or an elephant drown as 
someone once said of St. 
Johns Gospel, but most 
important as St. David tells us 
“be joyful keep the faith” 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Dom Brendan Thomas speaks from Belmont 
Abbey


"Why on earth are you doing a thing like that?" 
I used to be asked when I abandoned the City 
of London where I was studying accountancy 
to join Belmont Abbey, a monastery in 
Herefordshire following the Rule of Saint 
Benedict.  


For some people the word "monastery" 
conjures up a picture of cold damp cloisters 
and tonsures! It is what people see on the 
television.  A modern monastery is a very 
different place, but it does preserve many of 
those timeless spiritual values that men and 
women have tried to follow in every age. These 

values, I believe, can offer something appealing and challenging to new generations. 


What was it about the monastic life that attracted me?


First, the monastic life gives a priority to the spiritual life. Prayer comes first and time is 
given to it so that our relationship with God has a chance to grow. The biggest problem 
people seem to have with prayer is not how to do it but finding a regular time for it. The 
monk’s day is punctuated with time for prayer:  personal prayer that arises from 
meditating on the Scriptures, and communal 
prayer of the psalms in the Divine Office.  The 
liturgy is central to our lives. The first and last 
stop of the day is the Church!


Secondly this life is lived out in community. The 
spiritual life is not to be lived in isolation. We need 
others. The help and support of others in seeking 
God is a great strength of the monastic life. Under 
the guidance of the Abbot and with the support of 
others we seek to grow in the love of Christ. 


Thirdly it is a balanced way of living.  It is not just 
for saints ordinary people trying to do their best. 
The path mapped out by St Benedict is down-to-
earth, and not for spiritual high-fliers or 
extremists! In the monastic life we try to put into 
practice those fundamental human values of love, 
care and respect. 


Unlike other orders, the monastic life is a call to live in a particular community. The variety 
of work of my own community at Belmont I found attractive. A monastery is not tied to 
any particular work but uses people's talents in many different ways.  Some monks are 
involved in more practical activities such as working in our guesthouse and 
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administration. In normal times many guests visit Belmont and we are currently 
redeveloping our guest ministry. 


From the relative calm of the cloister and from the rhythm of prayer that punctuates our 
day we have a firm base to look outwards and to 
help in the Church where we can. Monastic life 
can never be inward-looking, for any expression 
of the Christian life shows concern for others.  
Many of our community are involved in pastoral 
work. We have care of several parishes, and five 
monks are in our foundation in Peru.


Benedictine life is not just for men but there are a 
number of female Benedictine and Cistercian 
monasteries in the UK such as Stanbrook in 
North Yorkshire or Whitland in Carmarthenshire.


Rather modestly, St Benedict calls his Rule a 
"little Rule for Beginners." In many ways he 
offers an unspectacular path to God, but it is one 
that has made many saints! He invites us to set 
out with the Gospel as our guide so that “our 
hearts will over-flow with the inexpressible 
delight of love.” Whatever our particular path in 
life, may it be so!


Fr Brendan Thomas, Belmont Abbey

brendan@belmontabbey.org.uk 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News from the University Chaplaincy 

As some will know, as of last September, the University Chaplaincy at 
Cardiff has been relocated back to 62 Park Place, whilst retaining 
Newman Hall, behind Nazareth House, as our student Hall of 
Residence.  The rationale behind this was to ensure the Chaplaincy is 
visible by being right at the heart of the campus. Park Place whilst also 
provides considerable space for the vast majority of students who are 
not resident at the Chaplaincy. This involves a large common room, 
chapel and library facilities. After acquiring our Hall back, at the rear of 
62, we have been able to start celebrating Sunday Masses there, with 
the potential next year (after a new kitchen has been installed), to offer 

food and host 
other events.


There are few 
places where our 
young people can 
b e p r o p e r l y 
f o r m e d a n d 
experience a close knit supportive community of 
people their own age. Many parishes will have found 
that, sadly, past the age of Confirmation, many 
younger people simply stop going to Mass. The 
University Chaplaincy provides an opportunity at 
University to not only encourage those who are 
faithfully still attending but also, through friendships, 
hosting events and contacts, to reach to the many 
lapsed Catholic students and anyone else interested 
in becoming Catholic. We can only do this if we are 
providing them a comfortable, enjoyable and safe 
space for them to occupy seven days a week with the 
ability to host regular events, workshops and socials.


With this in mind, starting with the newly restored 
“Aquinas hall", which has only recently been released 

back to us, following the departure of a construction company that was renting the building out, we have 
been able to hold our first student retreats and talks.


On the weekend of the 25th of February, we invited 
down Fr Augustine Primavesi from Belmont, Fr Royston 

Price from the 
Redemptorists 
and Sr Aquinas 
from Nazareth 
house to join 
us for some 
vocations talks, 
c h a t t o t h e 
students and, 
in the case of 
t h e p r i e s t s , 
hear students 
con fess ions .  
On the 23rd 
April, the Dominican sisters from StJoseph’s convent near 
Lymington, came up to give a talk to a group and attendees on the 
religious life and Dominican spirituality (see separate article for 
more details). We do encourage all students from higher education 
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institutions in Cardiff to join us at the Chaplaincy, where, 
during term time, there is daily Mass and regular evening 
discussion groups.


University Chaplaincy is quite unique in terms of the pastoral 
care that it provides to students. Our young people are now 

more than ever, unsure of who they are, how 
they fit in and what purpose they are 
re a c h i n g f o r. S o m e h a v e s uffe re d 
extraordinary hardship in their pasts, even at 
that young age and require a particular care 
that one wouldn't expect to find as a regular 
pastoral provisioning in a normal parish. 
Students are, tragically, particularly prone to 
harming themselves in various different ways 
and this is, again, something that the 
Chap la incy i s des igned to prov ide 
accompaniment and a link in with the 
necessary care agencies and the University 
welfare team, where appropriate.


The Chaplaincy also gets the students used 
to daily Mass, the Rosary, Eucharistic 
adoration  and the normal devotions of the 
Church. The content in the library and the 
decor on the walls are all designed to 

promulgate a sound and authentic catholic identity which will nourish them during their time at university. 
They are also encouraged to take part in the vitally important practice of having Masses offered for their 
friends and family, both living and dead. The chaplaincy provides an opportunity to form those interested 
students intellectually, going through the Old and then the 
New Testament, identifying the themes of salvation history 
and where the Old Testament time and time again, point 
towards Christ. We offer weekly catechesis, particularly in 
the subjects of Philosophy, Theology and Church history, so 
that, when our students have finished university, not only 
will they be well prepared for their chosen career, but they 
will be able to enter parishes and be a part of parish life, 
offering themselves as catechists, lectors, musicians and 
servers and to be equipped to discern their vocation 
through a life of prayer they’ve started to develop whilst at 
University.


It was interesting to see the different reports of the Synodal 
process across the Archdiocese and how the younger 
demographic markedly differed from that of the wider age-
spread in an average parish. The Chaplaincy report expressed a very common theme amongst our young 
practicing Catholics. What they want is authenticity, beauty, truth and clear orthodox teaching; they don’t 
want to devote their lives to a question mark of dissent-obsessed secularised Christianity; its teachings 
constantly trying to keep up with a world in a constant state of flux. Due to the fact that so few young 
people have any interest in this expression of faith, it is unlikely to survive the generation that spawned it. 
There is certainly no one clearly picking up the mantle to continue it in the future and none of the newly 
ordained clergy have any interest in devoting their lives to a life-sapping dissent from a Magisterium that 
they are entirely committed to defend and hold to.


Those discerning the religious life, also tend to seek a strong identity. This is why the Orders who are 
comfortable in their habit, tend to be the ones who are undoubtedly attracting young vocations. 
Additionally, the young are attracted by a real joy that is found in the authentically lived life of discipleship 
and obedience to Truth. 
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This, quite significantly includes the desire to live in 
some form of community, which provides some 
important support and stability in a world that is 
becoming increasingly hostile to faith. What was 
delightful to hear from the Dominican sisters were 
some valuable words of wisdom that are very 
much part of any sensible Vocations director’s 
approach; It is vitally important for a discerner to 

assess, that when they approach 
a religious Order for discernment, 
that they feel under no pressure 
to join. 


Discerners must be given time to 
be able to discern what the Lord’s 
will is for them, not the will of any 
superior or moderator who is 
desperate to keep numbers up 
and push them into a habit that is 
patently not meant for them. If 
they are told by a superior to do 
something that they feel is not 
what they are being called to do, 
then it is a warning sign of 

something unhealthy in that community and it is advisable to consider very 
carefully their future there. Particularly if a community is relatively new, it is 
fundamentally important that it is not centred around a dominating personality 
of a founder or superior. These communities are based on a very precarious 

foundation and like anything that is built on a cult-like framework, causing undue pressure to members and 
have a tendency to collapse if anything happens that is detrimental to the house. The wonderful blessing 
about being a Catholic is that the Church literally has centuries of collective knowledge of the human nature 
involved in these issues and can advise with great weight of experience.
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The Popes on Priesthood

It has become increasingly clear that, while a lot of Catholics have some basic experience 
of priesthood in different parishes and maybe religious orders, many are not aware of that 
the Church has produced many documents, clearly and richly reflecting the Catholic 
doctrine on the priesthood. Fundamentally, we can only really understand the Catholic 
faith through the foundation of the Old Testament sacrificing priesthood. This is the 
priesthood of the Levites and of Melchizedek, allowing us a symbolic foretaste of the rich 
depths of Holy orders. We must understand that the Eucharist is a sacrifice as well as a 
communion meal, which puts a context into the role of the priest in the liturgy. To 
appreciate the full significance of ordination and the “character” conferred in the 
sacrament of Holy Order, we must, ideally, have a little philosophy to understand what that 
“character” is and to use our imagination to appreciate the Mass as something awe-
inspiring and dynamic, rather than a mundane memorial meal. Fortunately, in the Catholic 
tradition, we are not left to just muddle our way through individual interpretations of 
doctrine. From the very time of the Apostles, we have been gifted with the Magisterium; 
the Charism, or gift of the Holy Spirit, imprinted at Episcopal (a bishop’s) ordination which, 
alongside and in full communion with the Pope as successor to Peter, provides a 
supernatural guidance and protection from error, despite the woundedness of the 
humanity of each individual. The documents of the Church, including those of the Second 
Vatican Council, form one coherent continuity and represent the true voice of Christ 
speaking through the Church’s Magisterium.  

Clement I’s first letter to the Corinthians (C. 96)  “(40) To the high priest special 
functions have been attributed; to the priest a special place has been assigned, and 
special services fault of the Levite. The laypeople are bound by the precept land lay down 
for them. The apostles receive the gospel for us from the Lord Jesus Christ.


(42). The apostles have preached the gospel to us from the Lord Jesus Christ; Jesus 
Christ [has done so] from God. Christ therefore was sent forth by God, and the apostles 
by Christ. Both these appointments, then, were made in an orderly way, according to the 
will of God. Having therefore received their orders, and being fully assured by the 
resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ, and established in the word of God, with full 
assurance of the Holy Ghost, they went forth proclaiming that the kingdom of God was at 
hand. And thus preaching through countries and cities, they appointed the first fruits [of 
their labours], having first proved them by the Spirit, to be bishops and deacons of those 
who should afterwards believe. Nor was this any new thing, since indeed many ages 
before it was written concerning bishops and deacons. For thus says the Scripture in a 
certain place, “I will appoint their bishops in righteousness, and their deacons in faith.”


Pope Innocent III (1208) Profession of Faith Prescribed for the 
Waldensians. The sacraments also which are celebrated in it with the inestimable and 
invisible power of the Holy Spirit cooperating, although they may be administered by a 
priest who is a sinner, as long as the Church accepts him, in no way do we reprove nor 
from ecclesiastical offices or blessings celebrated by him do we withdraw; but we receive 
with a kind mind as from the most just, because the wickedness of a bishop or priest 
does no harm to the baptism of an infant, nor to consecrating the Eucharist, nor to the 
other ecclesiastical duties celebrated for subjects. We approve, therefore, the baptism of 
infants, who, if they died after baptism, before they commit sins, we confess and believe 
are saved; and in baptism all sins, that original sin which was contracted as well as those 
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which voluntarily have been committed, we believe are 
forgiven. We decree that confirmation performed by a 
bishop, that is, by the imposition of hands, is holy and 
must be received reverently. Firmly and without doubt 
with a pure heart we believe and simply in faithful words 
we affirm that the sacrifice, that is, the bread and wine 
after the consecration is the true body and blood of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, in which we believe nothing more by 
a good nor less by a bad priest is accomplished 
because it is accomplished not in the merits of the one 
who consecrates but in the word of the Creator and in 
the power of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, we firmly believe 
and we confess that however honest, religious, holy, and 
prudent anyone may be, he cannot nor ought he to 
consecrate the Eucharist nor to perform the sacrifice of 
the altar unless he be a priest, regularly ordained by a 

visible and perceptible bishop. And to this office three things are necessary, as we 
believe: namely, a certain person, that is a priest as we said above, properly established 
by a bishop for that office; and those solemn words which have been expressed by the 
holy Fathers in the canon; and the faithful intention of the one who offers himself; and so 
we firmly believe and declare that whosoever without the preceding episcopal ordination, 
as we said above, believes and contends that he can offer the sacrifice of the Eucharist is 
a heretic and is a participant and companion of the perdition of Core and his followers, 
and he must be segregated from the entire holy Roman Church”.


Council of Florence 1438-1445 Decree for the Armenians “The sixth sacrament is that 
of order, the matter of which is that through whose transmission the order is conferred:  
just as the priesthood is transmitted through the offering of the chalice with wine and of 
the paten with bread*; the diaconate, however, by the giving of the book of the Gospels; 
but the subdiaconate by the giving of the empty chalice with the empty paten 
superimposed; and similarly with regard to the others by allotment of things pertaining to 
their ministry. The form of such priesthood is: Accipe potestatem offerendi sacrificium in 
ecclesia pro vivis et mortuis, in nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti. And thus with 
regard to the forms of the other orders, as is contained extensively in the Roman 
pontifical. The ordinary minister of this sacrament is the bishop*. The effect is increase of 
grace, so that the one ordained be a worthy minister.” *This point was clarified by Pope Pius XII in 
Sacramentum Ordinis (1947) that the laying on of hands (Matter) in conjunction with the authorised words (Form) are that which are required.


Twenty-Third Session of the 
Council of Trent (1563) 

The Institution Of The Priesthood Of 
The New Law: Sacrifice and priesthood 
are by the ordinance of God so united that 
both have existed in every law. Since 
therefore in the New Testament the 
Catholic Church has received from the 
institution of Christ the holy, visible 
sacrifice of the Eucharist, it must also be 
confessed that there is in that Church a 
new, visible and external priesthood, into 
which the old has been translated.That 
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this was instituted by the same Lord our Saviour, and that to the Apostles and their 
successors in the priesthood was given the power of consecrating, offering and 
administering His body and blood, as also of forgiving and retaining sins, is shown by the 
Sacred Scriptures and has always been taught by the tradition of the Catholic Church.

 
The Seven Orders: But since the ministry of so holy a priesthood is something divine, 
that it might be exercised in a more worthy manner and with greater veneration, it was 
consistent that in the most well-ordered arrangement of the Church there should be 
several distinct orders of ministers, who by virtue of their office should minister to the 
priesthood, so distributed that those already having the clerical tonsure should ascend 
through the minor to the major orders. For the Sacred Scriptures mention unmistakably 
not only the priests but also the deacons, and teach in the most definite words what is 
especially to be observed in their ordination; and from the very beginning of the Church 
the names of the following orders and the duties proper to each one are known to have 
been in use, namely, those of the sub-deacon, acolyte, exorcist, rector and porter, though 
these were not of equal rank; for the sub-diaconate is classed among the major orders by 
the Fathers and holy councils, in which we also read very often of other inferior orders.

 
The Order Of The Priesthood Is Truly A Sacrament Since from the testimony of 
Scripture, Apostolic tradition and the unanimous agreement of the Fathers it is clear that 
grace is conferred by sacred ordination, which is performed by words and outward signs, 
no one ought to doubt that order is truly and properly one of the seven sacraments of 
holy Church. For the Apostle says: “I admonish thee that thou stir up the grace of God 
which is in thee by the imposition of my hands. For God has not given us the spirit of fear, 
but of power and of love and of sobriety”.


The Ecclesiastical Hierarchy And Ordination But since in the sacrament of order, as 
also in baptism and confirmation, a character is imprinted which can neither be effaced 
nor taken away, the holy council justly condemns the opinion of those who say that the 
priests of the New Testament have only a temporary power, and that those who have 
once been rightly ordained can again become laymen if they do not exercise the ministry 
of the word of God. And if anyone should assert that all Christians without distinction are 
priests of the New Testament, or that they are all inter se endowed with an equal spiritual 
power, he seems to do nothing else than derange the ecclesiastical hierarchy, which is 
<an army set in array;> as if, contrary to the teaching of St. Paul, all are apostles, all 
prophets, all evangelists, all pastors, all doctors. 


Wherefore, the holy council declares that, besides the other ecclesiastical grades, the 
bishops, who have succeeded the Apostles, principally belong to this hierarchical order, 
and have been placed, as the same Apostle says, by the Holy Ghost to rule the Church of 
God; that they are superior to priests, administer the sacrament of confirmation, ordain 
ministers of the Church, and can perform many other functions over which those of an 
inferior order have no power.


The council teaches furthermore, that in the ordination of bishops, priests and the other 
orders, the consent, call or authority, whether of the people or of any civil power or 
magistrate is not required in such wise that without this the ordination is invalid rather 
does it decree that all those who, called and instituted only by the people or by the civil 
power or magistrate, ascend to the exercise of these offices, and those who by their 
rashness assume them, are not ministers of the Church, but are to be regarded as thieves 
and robbers, who have not entered by the door.
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Pope Pius XII (Mediator Dei, 1947) 

8. Indeed, though we are sorely grieved to note, on the one 
hand, that there are places where the spirit, understanding 
or practice of the sacred liturgy is defective, or all but 
inexistent, We observe with considerable anxiety and some 
misgiving, that elsewhere certain enthusiasts, over-eager in 
their search for novelty, are straying beyond the path of 
sound doctrine and prudence. Not seldom, in fact, they 
interlard their plans and hopes for a revival of the sacred 
liturgy with principles which compromise this holiest of 
causes in theory or practice, and sometimes even taint it 
with errors touching Catholic faith and ascetical doctrine.


16. Thus we observe that when God institutes the Old Law, 
He makes provision besides for sacred rites, and determines in exact detail the rules to 
be observed by His people in rendering Him the worship He ordains. To this end He 
established various kinds of sacrifice and designated the ceremonies with which they 
were to be offered to Him. His enactments on all matters relating to the Ark of the 
Covenant, the Temple and the holy days are minute and clear. He established a 
sacerdotal tribe with its high priest, selected and described the vestments with which the 
sacred ministers were to be clothed, and every function in any way pertaining to divine 
worship. Yet this was nothing more than a faint foreshadowing of the worship which the 
High Priest of the New Testament was to render to the Father in heaven.


40. Only to the apostles, and thenceforth to those on whom 
their successors have imposed hands, is granted the power 
of the priesthood, in virtue of which they represent the 
person of Jesus Christ before their people, acting at the 
same time as representatives of their people before God. 
This priesthood is not transmitted by heredity or human 
descent. It does not emanate from the Christian 
community. It is not a delegation from the people. Prior to 
acting as representative of the community before the 
throne of God, the priest is the ambassador of the divine 
Redeemer. He is God's vice-gerent in the midst of his flock 
precisely because Jesus Christ is Head of that body of 
which Christians are the members. The power entrusted to 
him, therefore, bears no natural resemblance to anything 
human. It is entirely supernatural. It comes from God. "As 
the Father hath sent me, I also send you [40]. . . he that 
heareth you heareth me [41]. . . go ye into the whole world 
and preach the gospel to every creature; he that believeth 
and is baptized shall be saved."


41. That is why the visible, external priesthood of Jesus Christ is not handed down 
indiscriminately to all members of the Church in general, but is conferred on designated 
men, through what may be called the spiritual generation of holy orders.


42. This latter, one of the seven sacraments, not only imparts the grace appropriate to the 
clerical function and state of life, but imparts an indelible "character" besides, indicating 
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the sacred ministers' conformity to Jesus Christ the Priest and qualifying them to perform 
those official acts of religion by which men are sanctified and God is duly glorified in 
keeping with the divine laws and regulations.


43. In the same way, actually that baptism is the distinctive mark of all Christians, and 
serves to differentiate them from those who have not been cleansed in this purifying 
stream and consequently are not members of Christ, the sacrament of holy orders sets 
the priest apart from the rest of the faithful who have not received this consecration. For 
they alone, in answer to an inward supernatural call, have entered the august ministry, 
where they are assigned to service in the sanctuary and become, as it were, the 
instruments God uses to communicate supernatural life from on high to the Mystical Body 
of Jesus Christ. Add to this, as We have noted above, the fact that they alone have been 
marked with the indelible sign "conforming" them to Christ the Priest, and that their 
hands alone have been consecrated "in order that whatever they bless may be blessed, 
whatever they consecrate may become sacred and holy, in the name of our Lord Jesus 
Christ"[43] Let all, then, who would live in Christ flock to their priests. By them they will be 
supplied with the comforts and food of the spiritual life. From them they will procure the 
medicine of salvation assuring their cure and happy recovery from the fatal sickness of 
their sins. The priest, finally, will bless their homes, consecrate their families and help 
them, as they breathe their last, across the threshold of eternal happiness.


Second Vatican Council, Dogmatic Constitution on the Church,  
Lumen Gentium (1964) 

18. For the nurturing and constant growth of the People of God, Christ the Lord instituted 
in His Church a variety of ministries, which work for the good of the whole body. For 
those ministers, who are endowed with sacred power, serve their brethren, so that all who 
are of the People of God, and therefore enjoy a true Christian dignity, working toward a 
common goal freely and in an orderly way, may arrive at salvation.
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This Sacred Council, following closely in the 
footsteps of the First Vatican Council, with that 
Council teaches and declares that Jesus Christ, 
the eternal Shepherd, established His holy Church, 
having sent forth the apostles as He Himself had 
been sent by the Father;(and He willed that their 
successors, namely the bishops, should be 
s h e p h e rd s i n H i s C h u rc h e v e n t o t h e 
consummation of the world. And in order that the 
episcopate itself might be one and undivided, He 
placed Blessed Peter over the other apostles, and 
instituted in him a permanent and visible source 
and foundation of unity of faith and communion. 
And all this teaching about the institution, the 
perpetuity, the meaning and reason for the sacred 
primacy of the Roman Pontiff and of his infallible 
magisterium, this Sacred Council again proposes 
to be firmly believed by all the faithful. Continuing 

in that same undertaking, this Council is resolved to declare and proclaim before all men 
the doctrine concerning bishops, the successors of the apostles, who together with the 
successor of Peter, the Vicar of Christ, the visible Head of the whole Church, govern the 
house of the living God.


25. Among the principal duties of bishops the preaching of the Gospel occupies an 
eminent place. For bishops are preachers of the faith, who lead new disciples to Christ, 
and they are authentic teachers, that is, teachers endowed with the authority of Christ, 
who preach to the people committed to them the faith they must believe and put into 
practice, and by the light of the Holy Spirit illustrate that faith. They bring forth from the 
treasury of Revelation new things and old, making it bear fruit and vigilantly warding off 
any errors that threaten their flock. Bishops, teaching in communion with the Roman 
Pontiff, are to be respected by all as witnesses to divine and Catholic truth. In matters of 
faith and morals, the bishops speak in the name of Christ and the faithful are to accept 
their teaching and adhere to it with a religious assent. This religious submission of mind 
and will must be shown in a special way to the authentic magisterium of the Roman 
Pontiff, even when he is not speaking ex cathedra; that is, it must be shown in such a way 
that his supreme magisterium is acknowledged with reverence, the judgments made by 
him are sincerely adhered to, according to his manifest mind and will. His mind and will in 
the matter may be known either from the character of the documents, from his frequent 
repetition of the same doctrine, or from his manner of speaking.


Although the individual bishops do not enjoy the prerogative of infallibility, they 
nevertheless proclaim Christ's doctrine infallibly whenever, even though dispersed 
through the world, but still maintaining the bond of communion among themselves and 
with the successor of Peter, and authentically teaching matters of faith and morals, they 
are in agreement on one position as definitively to be held. This is even more clearly 
verified when, gathered together in an ecumenical council, they are teachers and judges 
of faith and morals for the universal Church, whose definitions must be adhered to with 
the submission of faith.


28. Christ, whom the Father has sanctified and sent into the world, has through His 
apostles, made their successors, the bishops, partakers of His consecration and His 
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mission. They have legitimately handed on to different individuals in the Church various 
degrees of participation in this ministry. Thus the divinely established ecclesiastical 
ministry is exercised on different levels by those who from antiquity have been called 
bishops, priests and deacons. Priests, although they do not possess the highest degree 
of the priesthood, and although they are dependent on the bishops in the exercise of their 
power, nevertheless they are united with the bishops in sacerdotal dignity. By the power 
of the sacrament of Orders, in the image of Christ the eternal high Priest, they are 
consecrated to preach the Gospel and shepherd the faithful and to celebrate divine 
worship, so that they are true priests of the New Testament. Partakers of the function of 
Christ the sole Mediator, on their level of ministry, they announce the divine word to all. 
They exercise their sacred function especially in the Eucharistic worship or the celebration 
of the Mass by which acting in the person of Christ and proclaiming His Mystery they 
unite the prayers of the faithful with the sacrifice of their Head and renew and apply in the 
sacrifice of the Mass until the coming of the Lord the only sacrifice of the New Testament 
namely that of Christ offering Himself once for all a spotless Victim to the Father. For the 
sick and the sinners among the faithful, they exercise the ministry of alleviation and 
reconciliation and they present the needs and the prayers of the faithful to God the Father. 
Exercising within the limits of their authority the function of Christ as Shepherd and Head, 
they gather together God's family as a brotherhood all of one mind, and lead them in the 
Spirit, through Christ, to God the Father. In the midst of the flock they adore Him in spirit 
and in truth. Finally, they labor in word and doctrine, believing what they have read and 
meditated upon in the law of God, teaching what they have believed, and putting in 
practice in their own lives what they have taught.


Priests, prudent cooperators with the Episcopal order, its aid and instrument, called to 
serve the people of God, constitute one priesthood with their bishop although bound by a 
diversity of duties. Associated with their bishop in a spirit of trust and generosity, they 
make him present in a certain sense in the individual local congregations, and take upon 
themselves, as far as they are able, his duties and the burden of his care, and discharge 
them with a daily interest. And as they sanctify and govern under the bishop's authority, 
that part of the Lord's flock entrusted to them they make the universal Church visible in 
their own locality and bring an efficacious assistance to the building up of the whole body 
of Christ. Intent always upon the welfare of God's children, they must strive to lend their 
effort to the pastoral work of the whole diocese, and even of the entire Church. On 
account of this sharing in their priesthood and mission, let priests sincerely look upon the 
bishop as their father and reverently obey him. And let the bishop regard his priests as his 
co-workers and as sons and friends, just as Christ called His disciples now not servants 
but friends.(185) All priests, both diocesan and religious, by reason of Orders and ministry, 
fit into this body of bishops and priests, and serve the good of the whole Church 
according to their vocation and the grace given to them.

In virtue of their common sacred ordination and mission, all priests are bound together in 
intimate brotherhood, which naturally and freely manifests itself in mutual aid, spiritual as 
well as material, pastoral as well as personal, in their meetings and in communion of life, 
of labor and charity.


Pope John Paul II Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation, Christifideles Laici 

51. In speaking about participation in the apostolic mission of the Church, there is no 
doubt that in virtue of Baptism and Confirmation, a woman-as well as a man-is made a 
sharer in the threefold mission of Jesus Christ, Priest, Prophet and King, and is thereby 
charged and given the ability to fulfill the fundamental apostolate of the Church: 
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evangelization. However, a woman is called to put to 
work in this apostolate the "gifts" which are properly 
hers: first of all, the gift that is her very dignity as a 
person exercised in word and testimony of life, gifts 
therefore, connected with her vocation as a woman.

In her participation in the life and mission of the Church 
a woman cannot receive the Sacrament of Orders, and 
therefore, cannot fulfil the proper function of the 
ministerial priesthood. This is a practice that the Church 
has always found in the expressed will of Christ, totally 
free and sovereign, who called only men to be his 
apostles; a practice that can be understood from the 
rapport between Christ, the Spouse, and his Bride, the 
Church. Here we are in the area of function, not of 
dignity and holiness. In fact, it must be maintained: 
"Although the Church possesses a 'hierarchical' 
structure, nevertheless this structure is totally ordered 
to the holiness of Christ's members”.


Pope John Paul II Apostolic Letter, Ordinatio Sacerdotalis (1994) 

Although the teaching that priestly ordination is to be reserved to men alone has been 
preserved by the constant and universal Tradition of the Church and firmly taught by the 
Magisterium in its more recent documents, at the present time in some places it is 
nonetheless considered still open to debate, or the Church's judgment that women are 
not to be admitted to ordination is considered to have a merely disciplinary force.

Wherefore, in order that all doubt may be removed regarding a matter of great 
importance, a matter which pertains to the Church's divine constitution itself, in virtue of 
my ministry of confirming the brethren (cf. Lk 22:32) I declare that the Church has no 
authority whatsoever to confer priestly ordination on women and that this judgment is to 
be definitively held by all the Church's faithful.


Congregation for the doctrine of the Faith reply to the Dubium concerning the teaching 
contained in the Apostolic letter Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, 28th of October 1995 

Dubium (Question): whether the teaching that the Church has no authority whatsoever to 
confer priestly ordination on women, which is presented in the Apostolic letter Ordinatio 
Sacerdotalis to be held definitively, is to be understood as belonging to the deposit of 
faith. 


Response: in the affirmative. This teaching requires definitive assent, since, founded on 
the written word of God and from the beginning constantly preserved and applied in the 
tradition of the church, it has been set forth infallibly by the ordinary and universal 
magisterium (Lumen Gentium 25). Thus, in the present circumstances, the Roman pontiff, 
exercising his proper office of confirming the brethren, has handed on the same teaching 
by a formal declaration, explicitly stating what is to be but always, everywhere and by all 
as belonging to the deposit of the faith. 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Why study Philosophy?

We take a look at how the reasons why many of the issues that have divided society and even the 
Church, into “conservative” and “progressive” ideologies are really the conflict between two 
schools of philosophy; essentialism and existentialism. 

Those studying for the priesthood are obliged to complete two years of philosophy before they go 
on to study theology. The reason for this is that philosophy teaches the student how to think, to 
be very aware of how he is using language and what biases he is affected by. Whether we are 
aware of it or not, we all use philosophical assumptions in daily life, from life issues, through 
politics, to history to ethics and even in understanding who we are, what our purpose in life is and 
how we should act accordingly to fulfil that purpose.


The study of Philosophy in the Catholic Church actually goes back to the time of the Apostles. 
There are clear traces of the philosophy of Philo of Alexandria in the Prologue of John’s Gospel “In 
the beginning was the Word” (Word being the English translation of Logos or λόγος in Greek) 
referring to the rational stamp of the Divine on creation. The Schools of Alexandria and Antioch, 
which would go on to become so important in the 5th century, go back to perhaps the first and 
second centuries respectively; Alexandria even being traceable back to St Mark himself. This was 
significant because when it came to discussing the two natures of Christ at the Council of 
Ephesus in 431A.D., Cyril of Alexandria and Nestorius of Constantinople didn't necessarily 
recognise that they were each using the same word for person in different ways. It is not for 
nothing that, in logic, the first step is to define terms clearly.


Philosophy (Philo-Sophia; the love of wisdom) therefore provides the bedrock of the academic 
training that priests have to undergo on their journey towards ordination. I remember from my own 
time in seminary that it was common for students to want to get the philosophy stage out of the 
way as quickly as possible so that they could concentrate on the "real stuff"; theology, pastoral 
practice and scripture study et al. There’s a great mistake in this mindset; philosophy is to 
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theology what maths is to physics. Without this foundation, a person may think that they’re 
producing lots of impressive output but the equations won’t add up. Even worse, they may not 
even know that there is a problem, let alone understand how to solve it. 


I, amongst many of my peers were blessed to be provided with a 
seminary education which, from start to finish, was based on solid 
Catholic principles of metaphysics (the philosophy of being). I  
consider this Catholic in the respect that what we were taught has 
been embraced by either the Church Fathers or by the Magisterium. 
Every seminarian has every duty to make sure that this is the case 
and that what they are being taught is faithful and expressive of the 
Church’s teachings. Although, the the 20th century, there was a 
general reaction against what is called Scholasticism (the Medieval 
school of the likes of St Thomas Aquinas) as being too restrictive, St 
Thomas’s teaching still continues to form the bedrock of seminary 
teaching, heavily based on Aristotle's structure of logic, metaphysics 
and epistemology (whether we can trust our senses and how much 
that we can realistically be certain of). The arguments of some 20th-
century theologians that Aristotle's ideas of Form and Substance are 
no longer possible to uphold in view of recent advances in science, 
lay themselves very much open to criticism. 


It's not just theology that suffers when philosophy has been neglected; philosophy is at the heart 
of many of the issues that our society is now dealing with. Issues of human personhood, bioethics 
and sexual identity are all philosophical problems, well before they enter into the sphere of 
politics, medical practice or the social sciences. The “inductive” method in science itself relies on 
assumptions of logic, cause and effect and the application of hypotheses to Universals; 
(categories of genus and species etc.) which belong solely to the realm of philosophy. The more 
humble that we are in recognising the assumptions we are forced to work with, the more likely we 
are to proceed with caution in the conclusions we make.


Experience suggests that many go through life viewing the world through a particular 
philosophical lens largely without being aware of it. How can this happen? Because philosophy 
comes through film & TV, through media, through the news, through everything that our children 
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Form: the way that matter is arranged into a 
concrete identifiable thing that it is possible to put a 
name to. This contains its essence, or nature. We 
can put a name to everything because we refer to of 
the universal essence which it shares. The essence 
resides in a thing’s Substance which cannot be seen 
but underlies the Accidents (appearances) which are 
susceptible to the senses, and through which, 
knowledge of a thing’s nature is possible.


Matter: the material that makes up the object that 
can be identified. This is exactly where modern 
physics slots in without any conflict.


Efficient cause: the process by which a thing came 
into existence. This can be a manufacturing process 
or biological conception and growth


Final cause: The purpose that everything is given in 
its nature. Even inanimate and seemingly pointless 
things are still included in this, as they have an end 
(purpose) which fits in harmoniously with creation

Metaphysics 101: 
Aristotle & Aquinas

The 5 senses present an image of a thing to 
the intellect, which abstracts (draws off) its 
essence and allows us to understand what it 
is. This then allows us to identify and name 
it. This is only possible with reference to a 
universal essence which, in Aquinas’ 
Moderate Realism, really exists within every 
example of that particular thing. Hence we 
use the term realism when we are talking 
about universals.

Universal

essence 
of swan

Senses 
capture the 
Accidents, or 
appearances

Particular 
swan

St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274)



are watching on their phones when they go to bed. They are getting it from their friends and what 
they are taught at school. This can be good or bad news depending on the quality of the 
education they receive.


For the last several centuries, Western society has witnessed many new ideas coming to the fore. 
Systems of governments have been overturned and new political & social theories have emerged 
and, whilst some have been quite successful, others have caused huge suffering and loss of life. 
The word morality used to carry with it basic boundaries of behaviour that everybody could at 
least recognise and work with. However, this has now largely been replaced by the concept of 
values, to reflect the fact that they are no longer rooted in any particular system of thought. The 
definitions of the family unit, human personhood, identity, rights, freedoms, justice, nature and 
purpose are now changing so quickly that they are becoming almost unrecognisable from what 
they were even twenty years ago.


Amidst these developments, the Church has faced continued 
pressure, from inside and out, to adapt to the modern world by 
embracing some or all of these new ideas. It is important to 
realise that this is nothing new; the Church, from the very outset 
has always come under pressure to conform with society’s 
expectations (Acts 4:19-20). 


The worst persecutions of the Church in the Roman Empire took place within the 
context of the Crisis of the third century; this was not about begrudging the 
arrival of new ideas, since the Romans were relatively accepting of different 
religions but out of the Church’s refusal to compromise with what it considered 
serious error. Unlike every Pagan religion (a paganus was a later pejorative term 
used by Christians to refer to an uneducated country-dweller) Christians were 
simply unable to offer sacrifice to the gods of the Roman State. It was this public 
act of sacrifice that became the test of loyalty to the establishment but resulted 
in automatic excommunication for any Christian who did so. This, incidentally, 
led to the formation of the hard-line Novatianist and Donatist splinter groups, 
refusing readmission to the Sacraments for those who had capitulated. Through 
the guidance of Pope St Stephen I and Cyprian of Carthage, the Church, as          
always, plowed the moderate middle ground; allowing readmission but only after      
a suitable period of public penance.  

The lessons of history and Scripture show us that, holding to timeless truths (not just of Scripture 
but rooted in the insistence that there is such a thing as natural law), the Church is simply unable 
to offer sacrifice to the prevailing idols of contemporary culture.


For a sincere Catholic Christian, there is neither life nor logic in advocating that we join the many 
who have already decided to forever chase secular "modern values”, abandoning the quest for 
objective truth and rendering meaningless the exhortations of Scripture.


“Put yourselves on the ways of long ago and enquire about the ancient paths: which was the good 
way? Take it then, and you shall find rest” -Jeremiah 6:16


The statistics are quite clear across the board; those who have ventured down the well-trodden 
path of modernising teachings, are experiencing, not growth at all, but catastrophic decline.


Why might this be the case? We know from our own experience, human nature is hard-wired to 
seek purpose and meaning. Modern society no longer looks to its past for answers. Leaving 
ancient wisdom in the rear view mirror, it now favours the rapidly changing, yet directionless, 
“progress” of the self-styled “enlightened” modern world. The pursuit of purpose is also certainly 
not fulfilled by the scientific method, so meaning is sought in freedom as an end in itself. This has 
become a freedom to redefine oneself constantly; a freedom which has suddenly become 
sacrosanct and beyond criticism. One might suggest it is little wonder that modern society has 
turned its back on God when it cannot see a guiding principle of Providence, natural law and 
purpose in the outside world. This is particularly accentuated by the Cartesian turn to the subject 
which will be discussed shortly and which turns the human mind in on itself.
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Decius (r. 249-251), along with 
Valerian and Diocletian, was one of 

the most prolific persecutors of 
Christians in the third century



One need only to point to the reception of Pope Paul 
VI’s seminal document Humanae Vitae to recognise 
where unfettered “freedoms” have led the society to 
which he spoke so prophetically. 54 years on, after 
being vilified and ignored, not least by many within the 
Church itself, we find that he was entirely correct. The 
issues of freedom, nature and human potential can only 
find their proper meaning by being rooted in the act of 
conception, in which each human person is gifted with 
their essence, their personhood and their potential.


Existentialism 

Turning then to Philosophy; contrast Pope Paul VI’s 
teaching with his contemporary Jean-Paul Satre’s 
existentialism; “existence precedes essence”. In short, 
Satre, (following John Locke and many of those that came 
in between) linked personhood to consciousness; in Satre’s 
view, we are human not because we are such in our nature 
or essence but because of our ability to think. Satre’s view 
of his own existence has, therefore, nothing to do with a 
purpose gifted to him but something he is obliged to create 
for himself. The real crux of the matter is that existentialism 
is the still-evolving result of the philosopher David Hume’s 
consigning of Metaphysics (the philosophy of being) to the 
fire. This entails several things; the rejection of substance, the rejection of purpose (Aristotle’s 
Final cause) and the rejection of human nature, or in fact any Universal essences at all.


Nominalism 


In this last but vitally important respect, existentialism continues 
a 600+ year old movement in philosophy called nominalism. 
Nominalism, to be brief, is the view popularised by the English 
Franciscan William of Ockham, (d.1347) that there are no real 
abstract or “Universal” natures for anything. Its close cousin, 
Conceptualism, suggests that Universals are only mental 
constructs. Ockham really inherited and revived this movement 
from his predecessors, Roscelin of Compiègne (c. 1050 – c. 1125) 
and Peter Abelard (c. 1079 – 1142), who held substantially similar 
views. The issue with nominalism is, that, although it is, of course 
entirely intelligent and rational to hold, it actually raises more 
problems than it solves, both in philosophy and in theology. As 
such, Roscelin’s nominalism led him to develop a deeply 
heretical view of the Trinity, which was condemned in a local 
council of Soissons in 1092. In Nominalism, all categories such 
as human nature, sex and gender are all mere names to lump 
individual things into useful groupings, but with the recognition 
that they don’t exist in reality or, at least don’t exist outside the 
mind. 


The sharp-minded should have no difficulty seeing the principles of individualism, social 
constructionism and gender theory deeply embedded in and arising from within this tradition. 
Again, they should also see the problems with Christology (the study of the natures and wills of 
Christ) in denying the existence of human nature. This causes obvious complications with the 
significance of the incarnation. and the entire point of the Sacrifice of the Cross. It also causes 
problems with the doctrine of Original Sin and ethics; in denying a fixed purpose for human 
nature, there is no end to order human actions towards. In fact, as is the point that will be made 
later, nominalism rejects a system of thought that works harmoniously with Scripture and Tradition  
(Scholasticism) and creates a whole list of problems that weren't there before. Its lack of 
parsimony is, in fact, the very antithesis of Occam's (Ockham’s) own razor.
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Pope Paul VI (r.1963-1978)

Jean-Paul Satre (1905-1980)

William of Ockham (c.1285-1347)



Ockham himself was strictly censored by Pope John XXII and fled to Bavaria to his patron, 
Emperor Louis IV, for support. Nominalism essentially denied the existence of the Church's 
Magisterium and emphasised personal and private interpretation of Scripture, using a method that 
Ockham called “right reason”, again, with the famous razor approach. Again, it should be no 
surprise that the seeds of nominalism directly influenced the likes of Martin Luther and his Sola 
Scriptura doctrine at the Reformation. Luther once declared “Ockham is my master” before falling 
out with his Catholic nominalist tutors at Erfurt.


Some of these ideas can also be traced back to Descartes in the 
17th century, who famously coined the term Cogito ergo sum (I 
think therefore I am); not merely using the fact that he thinks as 
proof of his own existence but also paving the way to the 
conclusion that we are because we think. This is popularly called 
the Cartesian  turn to the subject; the shifting of the direction of the 
human compass from the logic, beauty, truth and natural law of the 
created universe (a world created and sustained by the Divine 
Logos) to the mind turning in on itself and encountering nothing 
but a void where little room is made for God. We find much 
happening between Descartes and Sartre; the likes of Hume, Kant 
and Berkeley who, in their very different ways increased the gap 
between the outside noumenal world of creation from the 
phenomenological world of the experience of the mind. 


All of these philosophers were either nominalists or conceptualists.




Pope Paul VI and his successors would make the contrary point; conception, not consciousness, 
is the origin both of our existence and our essence; we find our true freedom by following our 
nature, which contains within it everything that we are. This, in turn, gives us our purpose and the 
criteria for evaluating all of our moral decisions, as ordered towards, or disordered away from our 
natural desire to seek perfection in God.
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Rene Descartes (1596-1650)

Metaphysics 101: Modern 
Philosophy; there is no such 
thing as metaphysics!

Particular 
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Particular 
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Universals are just names we use 
to categorise similar things 

together. As a result, they are 
entirely social constructs

Noumenal World outside the 
mind.  

Some philosophers (Berkley) deny the 
very existence of this outside world 
altogether and suggest that it is an 

illusion created by God

No such thing as a Form or Substance to provide anything with an identity and 
purpose. Human personhood is linked to consciousness and the continuity of 
memory. If we lose our memory, we cease to be the same person (John Locke)

Phenomenological  World  
of the experience.  

Informed by ideas or impressions from the 
senses, which cannot be trusted. If we 

want to find purpose, we must invent it for 
ourselves

Void of 
uncertainty- 
only ideas 

come across 
from the 
outside 

world to the 
mind 

Radical 
skepticism



Conservative or Progressive? 

It is in the word essence which brings us to the real relevance of the importance of Philosophy; 
the polarisation seeking to tear our society apart. These centrifugal forces, even seeking to divide 
the Church into so-called “right” and “left”, “conservative” or “traditional” vs. “liberal” or 
“progressive”, I believe, are mere symptoms of the real root cause and that is the division into two 
distinct metaphysical outlooks. Ultimately, if we talk about the Church, the Sacraments, 
Priesthood, the Eucharist, human personhood, sexual identity, morality, progress, truth, justice 
and do not have a clearly defined underlying philosophy of being, then we are destined never to 
understand the differences in the way we and how other people see the world. 


20th century Catholic Theology 

The Catholic Theologian and aperitus (expert advisor) at the Second Vatican Council, Edward 
Schillebeeckx, made an important observation in his 1963 book Vatican II; the struggle of minds 
(p.10) while the Council was still proceeding; the dividing line between the bishops at the Council, 
he suggested, was not found in the labels of ”progressive” or “conservative”, which he dismissed 
as crassly oversimplistic, but what he termed the two opposing worldview of “Essentialism” and 
“Existentialism”. On this point I think he is entirely correct, though I would add two terms which 

nuance those two worldviews; Realism and Nominalism, respectively. 
One could fairly suggest that a large amount of 20th century 
“progressive” Catholic theology (which in cases has served as a 
significant catalyst of dissent against the Magisterium) has directly 
originated from within the nominalist tradition. In contrast, the 
“conservative” Scholastic position of the likes of Reginald Garrigou-
Legrange is deeply rooted in essentialist realism.


There are patently clear strands of nominalism 
right throughout the works of Schillebeeckx and 
the famous Tubigen professor, Hans Kung. This, I 
suggest, is the vital key to interpreting their 
theological outlook. A nominalist theologian can 
only view the Church as a collection of individual 
people; a mere religio-political organisation. 


This is precisely why Kung sees the Church as, essentially, an institution 
that needs his reform minded ideas to save it. In his 2011 book Can we 
save the Catholic Church, his proposed solutions are really little more than 
20th-century liberal Protestantism; a tradition that is experiencing its own 
significant issues and is, with all due respect, in no way attracting any 
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The Essentialist view: A timeless “Essence” Church

The Church as the Body Of Christ concretised in 

its members, acting as a seamless garment of 


doctrinal development across centuries

Sacred Tradition Scripture

Magisterium

The Nominalist view: The Church is an institution;

Doctrine and moral values can change, as they’re

not rooted in any eternal or natural law.

Ockham’s doctrine of 
“Right Reason”- using 
individual judgement to 

 determine doctrine. General  
skepticism of authority

Differences as to how Essentialists and 
Existentialists view the Church

Edward Schillebeeckx 
(1914-2009)

Hans Kung (1928-2021)



notable growth in numbers. His discussion of Apostolicity, priesthood and the Eucharist in his 
1967 book The Church is again, simply a long ode to nominalism. His overview of ordination, for 
example (p.405), is almost indistinguishable from the thought of Luther and Cranmer in the 16th 
century; individuals who were both deeply embedded within the late-Medieval nominalist 
tradition. Kung dismisses the straightforward interpretation of the Council of Trent and the 
documents of the Second Vatican Council, with a wave of his hand. This is no surprise; 
nominalism systematically undermines the very possibility of such a thing as a Magisterium. In the 
Catholic tradition, the Magisterium is a living teaching authority, guarded from error on matter of 
faith and morals, conferred by a sacramental character at episcopal ordination. In nominalism, 
there is certainly no acceptance of an abstract unchangeable essence to define the Church and 
certainly no essential reality connecting the Church across the centuries. Therefore, the link with 
the Church before and after the 1960s is one of name only and not of essence, which is, of 
course, again, pure nominalism. 


The use of terms such as “pre-Vatican II" and “a post-Vatican II" Church is rather telling of this 
perspective, whether the user has any philosophical background to really understand what they 
are saying or not. If one recognises and rejects the nominalism behind Kung’s premises, then, it is 
a straightforward matter of logic to reject many of Kung’s conclusions too.


The exact same principle goes for the priesthood; if nominalism is correct, the order of 
Melchizedek is an empty name with no unchangeable essence or quality. Thus, the sacrificing 
priesthood of the Old Testament, of Christ and of the Apostolic succession is a mere job title, at 
times linked to sacrifice, at other times linked to social work and functionalism. Therefore, the role 
of priesthood, even the choice of who can ordain and be ordained a priest, is simply a matter of 
changing with the needs of contemporary society. Thus, nominalism runs the risk of providing us 
with a mundane, functional description of priesthood, more to do with administration of the 
sacraments and social work than an unchanging supernatural reality. Ordination is, therefore, a 
mere commissioning ceremony with no substance on which to imprint a sacramental character (a 
mark on the soul). Qualification for ordination would no longer be a matter of nature but of 
competence to do the “job", so there would be no reason why it would not be open to anybody. 
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The Essentialist view: A timeless “Essence” of

priesthood imparted as a Sacramental “Character” at


ordination. This is the priesthood of the Order of 
Melchizedek- a Sacrificing priesthood of Old. 

Regardless of the worthiness, or not, of the individual; 
with ordination comes the power of absolving & 

anointing and the power of teaching, sanctifying & 
leading. It acts in a unique way In Persona Christi (in the


person of Christ) and, as such can only be conferred 

on those to whom Christ has entrusted it through


the Church.

The Nominalist view: The priesthood is largely

functional. Because there is no timeless essence of 

priesthood, it can change constantly in its job 
description. Neither is Ordination the imprint of a 

Sacramental character, because nominalism does not 
allow much room for the concept of an underlying 

Substance; it is really more of a commissioning and 
can therefore be open to anybody capable of 
performing the “job role”. The act of teaching, 

sanctifying and leading can be done by anybody and 
it is not a special charism (gift of the Holy Spirit) 

conferred by the Sacrament of Order

Pastoral function: Social, being present. 
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nominalist tradition of individual interpretation 
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concrete ideas.
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Essentialists and 

Existentialists view the 
Priesthood



However, this entirely conflicts with the last two thousand years of Catholic Sacramental teaching. 
I believe that what largely marks out the new generation of priests coming through seminary is 
nothing to do with the superficial labels belonging to the political spectrum, but entirely due to a 
wholesale rejection of nominalism. More and more, witnessing the working out of existentialist 
and nominalist thought in the world around us, more of those committing their lives to the service 
of the Church are seeing nominalism as a tree that has simply produced extremely sour fruit.


“Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing but inwardly are ravenous wolves. You will 
know them by their fruits. Are grapes gathered from thorns or figs from thistles? In the same way, every 
good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad fruit. A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad 
tree bear good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit will be cut down and thrown into the fire. Thus 
you will know them by their fruits”. Mt  7:15-20 (NRSV)


The difference between the two schools of thought are not in anyway easily decided; both are 
highly intelligent and worthy of respect. However, to me, the real criteria is, where does each 
position lead? What are their results to date? What do they have the potential to achieve? How 
can they fit in with the already well-established teachings of the Church on matters such as the 
Incarnation, the Eucharist, Moral Theology, the Church and the priesthood? Do we have to 
perform mental and linguistic gymnastics to force a harmony between the Church’s Magisterial 
teachings and each particular school of thought?


Both essentialism and existentialism have now been given much time to be nurtured and to grow, 
so it is time to step back and evaluate the situation. Like Ockham's razor, cutting through 
excessive complexity, Mt Chapter 7 gives us the clear answer; we simply examine their fruits to 
determine the kind of tree. Aristotelian Essentialism gives us objective truth, a clear identity and a 
clear purpose towards happiness. Existentialism provides none of these things and leads us to a 
path of freedom for its own sake. This, inevitably, has led to a freedom from God, a rejection of 
the reality of the external world (which our consciousness is part of, not separate from- and where 
the Divine Logos is to be found) and as a direct consequence, it provides a freedom from truth, 
purpose, and the natural law.


With priesthood and the Church, a return to the essentialist tradition is not only endorsed by the 
Papal Magisterium (Popes Leo XIII & Pius XI) but should lead to continuity, truth rooted in an 
objective anchor and a clear identity of service to the Gospel. A strong priestly identity is not 
clericalism (which is a common misapprehension and something to be avoided at all costs); 
rather, it is a most sacred and humbling call to personal holiness by conformance to Christ; as all 
the baptised are called towards. The attempted modernisation of teachings, is not only in direct 
conflict with scripture (Hebrews 13:8) but assumes that the Church needs a new saviour. 


The Ressourcement of 20th century Catholic Theology, appealing back to the Church Fathers, has 
not always been entirely successful in its methods, either. It has, in some places, replaced the 
Neo-platonism assumed by many of the Fathers with modern philosophy; inevitably producing 
considerably different results. This, of course, depends on the particular theologian in question.


To conclude, no retreat back to 1950s nostalgia is being advocated by anyone. To some, there 
might be the superficial appearance of a simple and even cowardly retreat towards the past and 
an attempt to hide there from the changing world. This, of course, would be an entirely superficial 
judgement. The return to a more traditional mindset comes from the conclusion that the 
Aristotelian approach, though undoubtedly dry at times in its application, was at its core never 
broken. It was, in fact, in need of revitalisation, not total replacement; particularly since this 
replacement has, either directly or indirectly, spawned the Structuralist and Post-Modernist abyss 
that we are staring into now.
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Glossary of Terms 

Abstract: Literally to draw out something’s essence 
using our senses. Our senses first present 
something’s essence to our mind and then we can 
understand and recognise it for what it is.


Accident: the outward appearances of material 
things that are accessible to the senses. These are 
things such as colour, size, shape, sound etc. We 
can understand the nature of what something is, to 
a certain extent, through the accidents. 


Aristotelianism: following the teachings of Aristotle.

Aristotle rejected Plato's theory of the Forms and 
suggested that everything we know is from sense 
experience, abstracting knowledge of essences 
from objects every time we encounter them. 
Aristotle does believe in universals but suggests 
they exist within the sum of all particular examples 
of that category. As such, he is a moderate realist. 
St Thomas Aquinas would follow Aristotle in this.


Conceptualism: the idea that universals do exist but 
only in the mind, as a useful way of categorising 
similar things together.


Essence: the nature behind each individual object 
which defines what it is and allows us to identify it 
and name it. This determines what it is, what it can 
and cannot do/ become and defines its purpose. 
We cannot see something's essence but we can 
accept that essences do exist. We deal with 
essences every time we abstract an object's 
essence through our five senses. The fact that we 
can recognise a cat is because we abstract each 
cat’s essence every time we see one and recognise 
it for what it is.


Form: In Platonism, Forms are the perfect examples 
of everything we experience, existing in an 
unchangeable heavenly realm that remember from a 
previous life there. Form allows us to recognise and 
give names to everything around us. In  
Aristotelianism, Form gives shape and definition to 
matter and contains the essence and purpose of all 
things. According to Aristotle, we do not remember 
the Forms from a previous life but start out with a 
blank slate. We learn the Form of objects by 
abstracting them every time we experience a 
particular example of that object. In other words, 
the first time we see an apple, we abstract the 
essence of what an apple is so that we recognise it 
the next time we see one. In Christian Platonism, 
these Forms, or essences of things, exist in the 
mind of God.


Nominalism: sometimes called termism, this is 
the outright denial that there are any such 
things as eternal universal essences; 
nominalism holds that there are only individual 
particulars. The fact that we group similar 
things together by collective nouns is not 
because they share a common nature or 
essence but purely a name, hence nominalism.


Particular: each concretely individual thing that 
exists. Every chair that exists in the world, for 
example, is a unique particular chair.


Platonism: Following the teachings of Plato. 
Plato held that we are born with a recollection 
of the Forms which, through contemplation, we 
can become more and more enlightened. 
Everything that we know is, therefore, a 
remembrance of our previous existence before 
birth. Because forms are in their very essence 
universals, Plato is therefore an extreme realist. 
A Platonist, therefore, believes in objective 
truth, justice, beauty and goodness etc. and 
tends towards absolute unchanging values.


Substance: this is nothing to do with atoms 
and molecules but is, in a way more like 
information behind the Accidents. This defines 
what something is in its essence. Substance is 
completely inaccessible to our direct human 
experience, analogous to the code behind a 
computer program, and many later 
philosophers abandoned the idea. However, 
we can demonstrate the existence of 
substance by the consequences in our 
philosophy if we assume it doesn’t exist. 
Substance solves some very important 
problems in philosophy that become 
exacerbated if we remove it. It is exactly this 
Substance that the Church says is changed 
into the Body and Blood of Christ during the 
Mass.


Universals: Basically the same thing as Form; 
these are general essences like redness, 
catness, chairness or swanness in which every 
particular example of that thing participates. 
The problem of universals, which led to 
nominalism, asks the question that, if universal 
is really exist, where do they exist? Is it in a 
Platonic heaven, the fabric of nature or in the 
mind of God?



Deacon Elliot: An ordination this summer

It is always a great day of celebration for a diocese when a new priest 
is ordained to offer his life in service of the people of God; to offer the 
Sacrifice of the Mass for them, to teach and guide them, and to 
provide a sacramental presence at the heart of the Christian 
community. In each case, the priest steps forth from the assembled 
people of God in response to a call he has discerned throughout his 
journey, throughout formal education, perhaps working life, 
application, assessment and seminary. Like with any relationship, it is 
not the candidate or anyone else who alone decides that he has been 
called to the priesthood; it is a mutual recognition by his bishop and 
formation staff that the Lord has chosen this man for his ministry. 
When the candidate promises obedience to his bishop, he publicly 
manifests the trust and humility that should serve as the cornerstone of 
his priestly life.

 

Like everyone preparing for priestly ordination, Elliot has travelled his 
own unique path towards the point at which he now stands; Growing 
up in Barry, studying 
at Oxford and 

Southampton and exploring the evangelical Christian 
Tradition before finding his way to Catholicism, Elliot 
has been blessed with opportunities to witness many 
different aspects of the Church. 


I met Elliot shortly after I returned to Cardiff from 
Portsmouth to commence my studies. Coincidentally, 
as then Portsmouth Catholic Society (CathSoc) 
president, I had a lot to do with Southampton University 
CathSoc where Elliot used to frequent during his time 
there. In my first year as a student for the priesthood, 
the Vatican held an international event for seminarians 
and religious novices and Elliot came with us to Rome. 
As with many of our journeys, it was little experiences 
like this which helped to pave the path of discernment. 
It was also handy having Elliot with us, since he is fluent 
in Italian. Elliot could negotiate extra food being supplied at the retreat centre we were accommodated in, 
after the Italian seminarians who were staying with us ate all of the buffet before we had a chance to even 
get into the dining room!


Having studied at Allen Hall, London, the English 
College, Rome and Institute Catholique in Paris, 
and currently serving as a Deacon at St Mary of 
the Angels and Holy Family in Canton and 
Fairwater, we now look forward with eager 
anticipation to Elliot’s priestly ordination at 
Cardiff Cathedral on 16th July.


We attach below some questions and answers 
that Deacon Elliot submitted that you may have 
seen in the catholic people;


Hometown: Barry


Home parish: St Helen's, Barry - but I was 
baptised at the University Chaplaincy in Oxford.


Age: 30
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Favourite food: After 3 years of studying in Italy, I am a whole-hearted convert to Italian food.


Favourite Saint: That's a difficult one. The missionary zeal of our martyred Saints such as David Lewis has 
always been an inspiration. But also figures such as St Catherine of Siena who wasn't afraid to speak the 
truth to those in power. 


What did you do before seminary? I read Modern Languages at the University of Southampton. I had also 
taught English as a foreign language in the South of France and back in the UK.


When did I first think God was calling me to be a priest? At the end of my studies, I began asking myself 
what I wanted to do afterwards but not only in terms of a job but what I wanted to do with my life. At the 
back of my mind was the idea that God might be calling me to give my life to Him. I had to at least give it a 
try and here I am 6 years later!


Most challenging aspect of being a seminarian? The transition to being a seminarian can be difficult as we 
adapt to a different way of living. However, it is only through this "slowing down" that we can cultivate the 
inner silence of prayer to hear what the Lord really has to say to us.


Most rewarding part of being a seminarian? As a seminarian and a deacon, I have had the immense 
privilege to be invited into people's lives in moments of great difficulty and distress. It is such a joy to be 
able to bring Christ into these situations. 


What advice would you give to someone considering a vocation to the priesthood? We seldom regret the 
things we do but often regret the things we do not do. To anyone considering a religious vocation, I would 
encourage you to give it a go. Embrace that potential vocation with enthusiasm. God is faithful to those who 
try to follow Him with sincerity. 


Through your prayers and donations, you support young men like Elliot and those working to advance 
vocations so they can encourage and inspire those who hear God’s calling. Your generosity also provides 
financial support to seminarians, covering their educational and living costs during their 7 years in priestly 
formation at the seminary. Your investment is an investment in our Church now and for future generations.
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We look forward to 
celebrating Deacon 
Elliot ’s ordination on 
16th July, please God



Fr Mark Rowles on his Priestly Ministry

Fr Mark Rowles is currently Parish Priest of Our Lady & St. Illtyd, Llantwit major and St 

Cadoc, Cowbridge.


“Glory be to Him, whose power working in us can do infinitely more than we can ask or 
imagine.” Ephesians 3:20 

This piece of Sacred Scripture was the verse I chose for my Silver Jubilee anniversary which I 
celebrated during the pandemic in the year 2020. It is a favourite of mine and I felt it summed 
up for me perfectly how the past years, as a Priest, have gone by.  As a mere man I can do 
nothing but with God’s grace and love, as a Priest I can do much more. This is HIS power 
working within my fellow priests and me.  Indeed all Bishops, Priests and Deacons share in 
this of course, not just me! 

The journey to the Priesthood for me started at an early age, growing up in the South Wales 
Valley’s in a place called Ebbw Vale.  I was brought up by my Italian Mother and Welsh Father. 
My late Mother took me to Mass every Sunday without fail and through the inspiration of 
good and holy priests my vocation to the priesthood began. I mention Canon John Magner 
RIP;  who baptised me on September 8th 1968 (Our Lady’s Birthday) and gave me my First 
Holy Communion in May 1975, and also Canon Michael Murphy who often kindly used to 
refer to me as ‘Marcus Aurelius every time I entered the sacristy to help serve his Mass!’  At 
least I think it was kind!!! No it was as to me he was kind and caring! 


In Primary School I was asked to serve on the Altar and I used to love it when the Priest 
would come to the school to pick a few of us to serve at a Funeral or other Mass he needed 
Altar Servers for, driving us down to the Church – well it did get me out of lessons at least!! At 
the same time I built a small Altar in my bedroom and regularly imitated the Priest by 
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pretending to say Mass – indeed at one time I got some of my friends who were not Catholic 
to watch me and using a glass of water may have even baptised them too!!!   Going through 
Primary School and taking part in Church activities like receiving the Sacraments of Initiation 
made a huge impact on my faith.  Even today as I look back I still remember certain moments 
like walking the length of the town in Ebbw Vale in a school blazer and a red sash for Corpus 
Christii processions and May Devotions to Our Blessed Lady. I felt so proud and honoured to 
be a Catholic and to witness to my faith.  I remember hardly anything from receiving the 
Sacrament of Confirmation apart from the huge gauntlets and Episcopal Ring of the Most Rev 
John Murphy. May he rest in peace.  


In 1979 I left All Saints Primary School in Ebbw Vale and travelled every weekday to Merthyr 
to Bishop Hedley High School by bus along the Heads of the Valleys road and whilst the 
school was great and I made new friends there I wasn’t very good in school, especially hating 
exams!! What attracted me more to school was having wonderful Chaplains coming in to 
speak with us about their experiences in their parishes. I would sit for as long as I could get 
away with to be hoenst just to listen to them.  Great Priests like Rev. Fr Sean Seddon (RIP), 
Rev.Fr William (Bill) Lloyd (RIP) and Rev. Fr Martin Mulroy.   On one occasion, the only time I 
went with the school and Fr Seddon and Sr Fidelis on retreat,  the bus broke down in Raglan 
and we had to wait for another one to come and collect us and bring us home.  Fr Seddon 
took us all into Raglan Castle and as young people, you can imagine we had the time of our 
lives!! When I left school in 1986 I feared what would I leave school to do because despite 
trying so hard I seemed to only have 1 O level and that was in RE!! The rest I had were in the 
CSE Grades. As I came to the end of my schooling the ‘thought’ of Priesthood emerged 
again.  My vocation had rippled through my early years and was just growing more.  My Dad 
felt I should not enter straight from school but seek out the world first and maybe get more 
qualifications – being the wise dad I have!! But what could I do?? After leaving school I set 
about clearing my neighbour’s garden in Ebbw Vale which had been over grown for years and 
had a lot of couch grass in it.  Having cleared it an ex teacher of mine suggested what if I 
should try amenity horticulture or gardening to you and I!!  So in 1986-87 I went to Usk 
College of Agriculture to do my City & Guilds qualification in Horticulture and to my surprise 
passed!!Throughout my time in Usk I still though remained faithful to Masses and devotions in 
the lovely Church of SS David Lewis & Francis Xavier.  The local community there were so 
friendly, welcoming and supportive.  In 1987-88 I then journeyed to Pershore, Worcestershire 
and the huge Horticultural College there to study Landscape Gardening. As the year was 
coming to an end and having attended Masses in the local Church and been on various 
retreats with the parishioners when I could, my vocation grew to such an extent that I could 
no longer ignore the fact I felt God was calling me, which was now stronger than ever!   
People often ask me ‘Father how do you know you have or had a vocation?’  My answer is if 
this ‘little voice’ or feeling keeps returning then I believe it is a genuine vocation.   I had tried 
to ignore it but couldn’t any longer. So I went to the Sacrament of Reconciliation and told the 
Parish Priest my feelings.  The Priest, Fr Stonier told me to return in the week, if I still felt the 
same, he would help me out. He also strongly encouraged me to pray harder!  In the week I 
went back to see him and he then asked me to write to the Vocations Director for my diocese 
informing him of my thoughts and possible acceptance by the Diocese as a student for the 
Priesthood. Eventually the then Vocations Director, Fr Nicholas James met me together with 
some of his Priest friends when I came home from College.  Prior to my meeting with them I 
had to inform my parents and thankfully upon speaking to them, they both backed me 100% 
in any future life and career I was to choose.  After the meeting and once home having 
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finished my studies for Landscape Gardening the Diocese under Archbishop Ward, of happy 
memory, received me into the Diocese.


Archbishop Ward then sent me to Campion House, Osterley for a weekend in order to get 
accepted there for further studies in 1988.  I was accepted and was scheduled to go there 
but a Convent was made available for students for the priesthood in Dowlais, Merthyr Tydfil. It 
was a totally new venture & project for the Diocese and would comprise of the Vocations 
Director, Fr now Canon Nick James and in the year I started 5 other students, John Morgan, 
Andrew Gourlay, Stephen Else (RIP), Stephen Lester and Gareth Jones (Tad Sebastian at St 
Alban’s on the Moors in Splott).   The course at St Paul’s, as the place was named on 
Balaclava road was my first experience of priestly studies and formation in preparation for 
Major Seminary that was to follow.  It was a wonderful year and included pastoral work in 
each of the three areas of Merthyr.  In the course of that year we had numerous visitors and 
welcome friends.  We also had various trips which included a journey to Valladolid in Spain as 
I recall we had to hire two cars – Fr Nick drove one and Harding Rees (RIP) the other which is 
the one I was in - and of course the car I was in got lost and I don’t know where we ended up 
but we arrived late at Valladolid in the evening!!  I look back upon my time there as a 
wonderfully, inspiring time and Fr Nick James was a help, a support and inspiration on my 
journey to priesthood, together with our visitors and especially the other students present.


At the end of that year 1988-89 Archbishop Ward told me I was to head off to Ireland to major 
Seminary (St Kieran’s College, Kilkenny) in September 1989 to start my preparation.  Prior to 
going there in the summer my then Parish Priest in Ebbw Vale was Father now Canon Mike 
Evans.  He took me and one of the Diocesan Deacon’s at the time Rev. Paul Miller on tour 
over there.  When he took me into Kilkenny City and into the College I was about to start for a 
number of years my heart I must confess did sink a bit as the building looked old and very 
gothic, like something from a horror movie!!  Anyhow as it turned out I did spend 5 years at 
the Seminary before finishing in 1994 with a Diploma in Theology. It was a wonderful place in 
many ways but what I found most challenging was not the studies although Canon Law was 
tough – I failed the exam, the only subject I failed in but only once – it was living with 30+ 
other lads from North and South Ireland and lads from the UK.  


After Major Seminary Archbishop Ward ordained me a deacon on June 17th 1994 at All Saint’s 
Church Ebbw Vale and for me this was significant because this was the Church I had grown 
up in and received the Sacraments.  I was then placed for a year in Maesteg.  My particular 
pastoral ministry as in those days I couldn’t drive, was to the Primary School next to the 
Church dedicated to Our Blessed Lady and St Patrick.  A local parishioner gave me driving 
lessons and I had a weekly one with a local driving school based in Port Talbot.  After my year 
there were finished as a Deacon, the curate Fr Jeremy Thomas left for America and Canon 
Felix asked the Archbishop if he could keep me in Maesteg as a Curate and that was 
approved. I was Ordained to the Priesthood in my home town of Ebbw Vale on 30th June 
1995.  I then went back and resurrected some of my pastoral duties I had carried out as a 
Deacon and various other responsibilities befitting a young curate. I was to remain at Maesteg 
until the year 2000 and these years of being a curate, I have to say were the happiest days of 
my priestly life.  As a curate you don’t have many responsibilities as the Parish Priest has and 
this was great!! During this time I passed my driving test and I was asked to help out by being 
a Chaplain to Archbishop McGrath School located originally in Tondu.  I shared the role with 
Fr Gareth Jones (now Tad Sebastian) and it worked really well.  During my time in Maesteg a 
huge test though was coming as on the vigil of the Feast of the Assumption of Our Blessed 
Lady my mother died aged just 66yo. Unknown to both my dad and I she had a brain 
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haemorrhage and following a trip to the hairdressers she died in the salon.  It was a huge 
shock and after being ordained I was on ‘cloud 9’ so to speak and now with my Mother’s 
death I was then brought ‘back down to the ground!’  I was exceptionally close to my mum 
and being Italian she was always full of love and help.  If you have your parents still alive, hug 
them and love them won’t you?  Tell them every day you love them and that your thankful for 
all they do for you!  Thank God I had some great Priestly friends and some lay friends 
particularly fellow students from the Seminary and one was a dear friend from North Wales 
and still is, with his family, Gerard Johnson.


As my time drew to an end it really broke my heart to have to leave the people of Maesteg yet 
another new adventure awaited me. I was then appointed to Fr Nick James – my former 
Vocations Director now the Parish Priest in Ely, Cardiff. Fr Nick and the parishioners in St 

Francis and St Clare’s were 
extremely welcoming to me 
and I tried my best to meet 
as many as I could and put 
my experience of chaplain to 
Archbishop McGrath to use 
in Mary Immaculate High 
School. Although the school 
had a wonderful Chaplain 
already appointed and I just 
tried to help him out - Fr 
Chris Delaney OSB. I met 
new friends in the parish and 
w a s i n s p i r e d b y t h e i r 
wonderful dedication to their 
faith.  I was only there in Ely a 
year and was then told to go 

to Merthyr Tydfil to act as an administrator only until the Parish Priest would return from major 
heart surgery.  I then went to Bridgend and helped out Father and then later on Canon William 
Isaac.  


During my time with Canon Isaac we had great fun.  I was only to spend a few months with 
him however but they were all helping towards my formation as a newly ordained young 
priest. Archbishop Ward would often say to me that the oil hadn’t even dried on my hands!!  
In 2001, whilst with Canon Isaac, Archbishop Ward became ill and was in the process of 
retiring so Bishop Regan helped out and he it was who appointed me into my first role as a 
Parish Priest.  However the role meant that due to a shortage of Priests, which is ongoing 
sadly, I was to be the priest in charge of three churches, Tonypandy, Ferndale and Treorchy 
with the wonderful Shrine of Our Lady of Penrhys located within the parish.  I started in the 
Rhondda in 2001 and finished there in 2006.


In 2006, whilst on pilgrimage to Lourdes with the Welsh National pilgrimage (I had been 
appointed pilgrimage director after succeeding Tad Sebastian and of happy memory Canon 
Edmund Mullins RIP) Archbishop Peter Smith (RIP) appointed me as the next Parish Priest to 
move ‘over the mountain’ to the Cynon Valley and there look after Mountain Ash parish and 
he added eventually I would also have to have pastoral responsibility for Aberdare and 
Hirwaun after the Parish Priest  Fr William Boxhall RIP was to retire due to ill health.  I was to 
stay in that area then for 8 years before Archbishop George Stack moved me in 2014 to 
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Llantwit Major & Cowbridge in the Vale of Glamorgan, which is where I currently live with my 
Dad, Douglas today.  He came to live with me in Mountain Ash and has continued to stay with 
me since then. My Dad has continued to be, throughout the years a continual support and 
strength to me and I am so lucky to have him. I am grateful to God and to him for all he does 
for me. Since becoming a Catholic in 1991 he has inspired me in my prayer life and his sheer 
love and dedication to his faith is immeasurable celebrating it in his own quiet unique way of 
life.   I am very grateful to both Archbishop Peter Smith and Archbishop George Stack for 
allowing him to live with me in the various Presbyteries which now amount to 16years in total.  


As vocations to the Priesthood sadly decline it does mean that with fewer priests various 
roles have to be adopted and taken on.  Throughout my priestly life however there are certain 
things required which keeps a priest like me committed.  Daily Masses and the celebration of 
the Sacraments are such a privilege and an honour.  In 2011 Archbishop George asked me to 
be his Master of Ceremonies in St David’s Cathedral, Cardiff to my utter shock and so to 
prepare for this role I was asked to go to Westminster Cathedral for two months to see how 
this role was carried out.  Whilst there for many hours each day I heard various confessions 
and celebrating the wonderful Sacrament of Reconciliation/Confession always makes me feel 
humble.  People are so trusting and will pour their hearts out to the Priest, often a relative 
stranger to them.  Prayer must be at the heart of whatever we do as priests.  A good prayer 
life is essential with devotion/love of the Scriptures,  Our Lady and all the Saints. In my time 
as a priest I have also nurtured various friendships with brother priests and lay people alike 
and this also is vital for the stability of the priest.  Being a Priest in the Archdiocese of Cardiff 
in 2022 is not easy – no life is – but with God’s help and presence then hopefully the Priest 
will continue to evangelise and bring Christ to others especially the marginalised and our 
young people who are the hope of tomorrow and today!


“The world looks to the priest, because it looks to Jesus! No one can see Christ, but everyone 
sees the priest, and through him they wish to catch a glimpse of the Lord! Immense is the 
grandeur and dignity of the Priest!”                                                      	 St John Paul II 

“Young People, have you ever thought of committing your existence totally to Christ? Do you 
think there can be anything greater than to bring Jesus to people and people to Jesus. 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 St John Paul II 
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Religious Orders-Contact details 
Sisters of Nazareth  

The Sisters of Nazareth roots can be traced back to 1851 when Victoire Larmenier, a young novice in 
Rennes, France was sent to England. In 1861, the Holy See allowed the Hammersmith community to 
separate from the Little Sisters of the Poor as an independent pious society of laywomen. After three years 
the London sisters were recognised as a diocesan religious community under the title Sisters of Nazareth. 
Within a short period, the mission had extended and houses were opened in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1862; 
Cardiff, Wales in 1872 and Belfast, Northern Ireland in 1876. Under the leadership of Victoire a total of eight 
Nazareth Houses were founded in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland. 


https://www.sistersofnazareth.com/join-us/ 

Dominicans   

The congregation of the Dominican Sisters of St. Joseph was established in 1994.  Currently there are 10 
Sisters from 5 different nationalities. The congregation is part of the worldwide Dominican family and 
contributes to the mission of the Order of Preachers by preaching and teaching the Catholic Faith, in 
communion with and under the supervision of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.  The sisters’ apostolate 
of explicit proclamation of the Gospel flows from a common life of prayer, study and monastic observances, 
centred on the liturgical celebration of the mystery of Jesus Christ. This preaching and teaching apostolate 
is wide-ranging, aimed at people of every age, at every level of faith development, in every circumstance, 
using every possible means, for the glory of God and the salvation of souls.


https://www.dominicansisters.net/ 


Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul 

The Daughters of Charity have sadly left the Archdiocese after a long and fruitful presence. The Daughters 
of Charity are women who live in community and work in service of the poor.  Following the example of St 
Vincent De Paul the mandate for the daughters is to ‘clothe the naked’, ‘feed the hungry’ etc. because it is 
in the service of the poor that Christ is served.  “For I was hungry and you gave me food …” (Mt 25:35 ff). 
 The daughters are literally the hands, feet, face and love of Christ in the world.  They literally share the 
Good News of the Gospel by their example.


http://www.daughtersofcharity.org.uk


Sisters of St Joseph of Annecy 

The Sisters of St. Joseph of Annecy are an international congregation who live and work to bring all people 
into union with God and with one another.   In 1650 our Founder asked that we respond to any needs in 
society which women could meet.   Today this is lived out in the wide variety of ministries we undertake 
across the world and locally in the Archdiocese of Cardiff.  


https://www.ssjavocations.org


Benedictines 

This Congregation, which itself goes back to the thirteenth Century, founded Belmont in 1859 as the 
Common House of Studies for the three existing monasteries (now Downside, Ampleforth and Douai). At 
the same time it was the Cathedral for the Diocese of Newport and Menevia which covered the whole of 
Wales and Herefordshire.


https://www.belmontabbey.org.uk
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Holy Trinity Monastery, Herefordshire: Contemplative order of Benedictine nuns


http://www.benedictinenuns.org.uk


Rosminians (Institute of Charity) 

The Institute of Charity (The Rosminians) has been present In England and Wales, since 1835. Parishes 
entrusted to the Rosminian Fathers are located in Rugby, Leicester, London, Cardiff, Newport and 
Loughborough.


https://www.rosminians.org.uk


Cardiff Oratory in Formation 

The Congregation of St. Philip Neri is a Pontifical Society of Apostolic Life, governed by the constitutions of 
the same.


http://cardifforatory.co.uk


Daughters of the Holy Spirit 

A Catholic religious Congregation, animated by the Spirit of Jesus at work in the world. 
As an international Family and with others, they seek to respond to the thirsts and hungers of the peoples 
among whom they live.


https://www.fillesstesprit.org/site/english/001.html


Missionaries of Charity 

The sisters of the Missionaries of Charity must be amongst the most recognisable in the world.  Their order 
was founded in 1950 by Blessed Mother Teresa of Calcutta.  A member of the order makes the usual 
promises to poverty, obedience and chastity, however they make a fourth promise to“Wholehearted and 
free service to the poorest of the poor”.  The Missionaries care for a variety of people including refugees, 
people with AIDS, orphans, the sick, the aged, the mentally ill and the homeless to name but a few.  The 
work they undertake depends on the circumstances of the communities in which they find themselves. 


Tel: 01685 376232 (Merthyr Tydfil)


Poor Clares 

The Poor Clares are an enclosed Order of Franciscan Clarist nuns based just outside Hereford. They are a 
contemplative order, following the rule of St Clare of Assisi.


http://www.poorclares-hereford.org.uk In Memoriam


In Memoriam

Sadly, as every year, we have lost a number of priests who were associated with the Archdiocese. 
We take a moment to reflect back on their lives). It is a central part of a priest’s vocation to offer 
the Sacrifice of the Mass on behalf of the living and the deceased; When it becomes their turn to 
reach the end of their pilgrimage on this earth, we, in turn, offer to them what they have spent 
their lives offering for us and our loved ones.


Dom Alexander George OSB. A monk of Downside/Belmont. Died 26th Jan 2022.


Fr Roger McDonagh. Died 23rd March 2022 in the diocese of Achonry.
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Cardiff     Vocations

Please keep our seminarians in your prayers

Elliot Hanson
St Helen's, Barry:

Currently on Diaconate
Placement at St Mary of the

Angels & Holy Family, Cardiff

Dale Cutlan
Mary Immaculate, Aberdare:

Allen Hall, London


